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Abstract

   In networks that are centrally managed, self-generated addresses
   cause some traceability issues due to their decentralized nature.
   One of the most important issues in this regard is the inability to
   register such addresses in DNS.  This document defines a mechanism to
   register self-generated and statically configured addresses in DNS
   through a DHCPv6 server.
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   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
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1.  Introduction

   In several common network scenarios, IPv6 addresses are self-
   generated by the end-hosts by appending a self-generated interface
   identifier to a network-specified prefix.  Examples of self-generated
   addresses include those created using IPv6 Stateless Address
   Configuration [RFC4862] , temporary addresses [RFC4941] and
   Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) [RFC3972] etc.  In
   several tightly controlled networks, hosts with self-generated
   addresses may face some limitations.  One such limitation is related
   to the inability of nodes with self-generated addresses to register
   their IPv6-address-to-FQDN bindings in DNS.  This is related to the
   fact that, in such networks, only certain nodes (e.g.  The DHCPv6
   server) are allowed to update these bindings in order to prevent end-
   hosts from registering arbitrary addresses for their FQDNs or
   associating their addresses with arbitrary domain names.  The
   administrators may not want to distribute the address of
   authoritative name-server.  Also, there is no way to propagate the
   address of authoritative name server by any protocols.  It is
   preferred that the address registration server, which is under the
   same management with the authoritative name-server, to know the
   address of the authoritative name-server and make registration
   requests on behalf of clients.  It is preferred by administrators to
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   establish and manage one trust relationship between a single DHCPv6
   (address registration) server and the DNS authoritative name-server,
   rather than to distribute and manage trust relationships between many
   clients and the DNS authoritative name-server.

   For nodes that obtain their addresses through DHCPv6, a solution has
   been specified in [RFC4704].  The solution works by including a
   Client FQDN option in the SOLICIT, REQUEST, RENEW or REBIND messages
   during the process of acquiring an address through DHCPv6.  This
   document provides an analogous mechanism to register self-generated
   addresses in DNS.

   A new ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST DHCPv6 message type is defined to
   initiate the address registration request, and two new Status codes
   are defined to indicate registration errors on the server side.

2.  Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

   Certificate  In this document, the term "Certificate" is all referred
      to public key certificate.

3.  Solution Overview

   After successfully assigning a self-generated IPv6 address on one of
   its interfaces, an end-host implementing this specification SHOULD
   send an ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message to a DHCPv6 address
   registration server.  After receiving the address registration
   request, the DHCPv6 server registers the IPv6 address to FQDN binding
   towards a configured DNS server.  An acknowledgement MUST be sent
   back to the end host to indicate whether or not the registration
   operation succeeded.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4704
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
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          +----+   +-----------+                  +---------------+
          |Host|   |Edge router|                  |Addr-Reg Server|
          +----+   +-----------+                  +---------------+
            |   SLAAC   |                                 |
            |<--------->|                                 |
            |           |                                 |
            |           |    ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST    |
            |-------------------------------------------->|
            |           |                                 |Register
            |           |                                 |address
            |           |         Acknowledgment          |in DNS
            |<--------------------------------------------|

                 Figure 1: Address Registration Procedure

   Furthermore, the registration server MAY apply certain filter/accept
   criteria for the address registration requests, particularly for the
   client chosen domain names.

   It is RECOMMENDED to only set up one address registration server
   within an administration domain, although there may be multiple
   DHCPv6 servers.  While using multiple address registration servers
   does potentially increase the load on DNS, because of how [RFC4703]
   and [RFC4704] work, this should NOT be an issue - the servers should
   work correctly in updating DNS (either adding or removing the
   entries).  The broken part with multiple servers is the 'extension'
   of the registration.  If there are two address registration servers
   and both receive the initial registration and (correctly) update DNS,
   the problem comes when the client extends this but one of the servers
   does not receive this extension.  Then, the server that missed the
   extension removes the entry prematurely (i.e., when it expired
   originally).

4.  DHCPv6 ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST Message

   The DHCPv6 client sends an ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message to a
   server to request an address to be registered in the DNS.  The format
   of the ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message is described as follows:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4703
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4704
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      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |    msg-type   |               transaction-id                  |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                                                               |
     .                            options                            .
     .                           (variable)                          .
     |                                                               |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      msg-type             Identifies the DHCPv6 message type;
                           Set to ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST (TBA1).

      transaction-id       The transaction ID for this message exchange.

      options              Options carried in this message.

                 DHCPv6 ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message

   The ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message MUST NOT contain server-
   identifier option and MUST contain the IA Address option and the
   DHCPv6 FQDN option [RFC4704].  The ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message
   is dedicated for clients to initiate an address registration request
   toward an address registration server.  Consequently, clients MUST
   NOT put any Option Request Option(s) in the ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST
   message.

   Clients MUST discard any received ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST messages.

   Servers MUST discard any ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST messages that meet
   any of the following conditions:

   o  the message does not include a Client Identifier option;

   o  the message includes a Server Identifier option;

   o  the message does not include at least one IA Address option;

   o  the message does not include FQDN option (or include multiple FQDN
      options);

   o  the message includes an Option Request Option.

5.  DHCPv6 Address Registration Procedure

   The DHCPv6 protocol is used as the address registration protocol when
   a DHCPv6 server performs the role of an address registration server.
   The DHCPv6 IA Address option [RFC3315] and the DHCPv6 FQDN option

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4704
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3315
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   [RFC4704] are adopted in order to fulfill the address registration
   interactions.

5.1.  DHCPv6 Address Registration Request

   The end-host sends a DHCPv6 ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message to the
   address registration server to the All_DHCP_Relay_Agents_and_Servers
   multicast address (ff02::1:2).

   The end-host MUST include a Client Identifier option in the ADDR-
   REGISTRATION-REQUEST message to identify itself to the server.  The
   DHCPv6 ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message MUST contain at least one IA
   Address option and exactly one FQDN option.  The valid-lifetime field
   of the IA Address option MUST be set to the period for which the
   client would like to register the binding in DNS.

   After receiving this ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message, the address
   registration server MUST register the binding between the provided
   FQDN and address(es) in DNS.  If the DHCPv6 server does not support
   address registration function, it MUST sliently drop the message.

5.2.  Registration Expiry and Refresh

   For every successful binding registration, the address registration
   server MUST record the IPv6-address-to-FQDN bindings and associated
   valid-lifetimes in its storage.

   The address registration client MUST refresh the registration before
   it expires (i.e. before the valid-lifetime of the IA address elapses)
   by sending a new ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST to the address
   registration server.  If the address registration server does not
   receive such a refresh after the valid-lifetime has passed, it SHOULD
   remove the IPv6-address-to-FQDN bindings in DNS, also the local
   record.

   It is RECOMMENDED that clients initiate a refresh at about 85% of the
   valid-lifetime.  Because RAs may periodically 'reset' the valid-
   lifetime, the refresh timer MUST be independently maintained from the
   address valid-lifetime.  Clients SHOULD set a refresh timer to 85% of
   the valid-lifetime when they complete a registration operation and
   only update this timer if 85% of any updated valid-lifetime would be
   sooner than the timer.

5.3.  Acknowledging Registration and Retransmission

   After an address registration server accepts an address registration
   request, it MUST send a Reply message as the response to the client.
   The acceptence reply only means that the server has taken
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   responsiblity to registry for the client.  It may not have actually
   completed the update yet.  The server is responsible to register all
   the addresses in DNS.  The server generates a Reply message and
   includes a Status Code option with value Success, a Server Identifier
   option with the server's DUID, and a Client Identifier option with
   the client's DUID.

   If there is no reply received within some interval, the client SHOULD
   retransmits the message according to section 14 of [RFC3315], using
   the following parameters:

   o  IRT ADDR_REG_TIMEOUT

   o  MRT ADDR_REG_MAX_RT

   o  MRC ADDR_REG_MAX_RC

   o  MRD 0

   The below presents a table of values used to describe the message
   transmission behavior of clients and servers:

    Parameter       Default  Description
   ---------------------------------------------------------------------
   ADDR_REG_TIMEOUT  1  secs  Initial Addr Registration Request timeout
   ADDR_REG_MAX_RT   60 secs  Max Addr Registration Request timeout value
   ADDR_REG_MAX_RC   5        Max Request retry attempts

   For each IA Address option in the ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST message
   for which the server does not accept its associated registration
   request, the server adds an IA Address option with the associated
   IPv6 address, and includes a Status Code option with the value
   RegistrationDenied (TBA2) in the IA Address option.  No other options
   are included in the IA Address option.

   Upon receiving a RegistrationDenied error status code, the client MAY
   also resend the message following normal retransmission routines
   defined in [RFC3315] with above parameters.  The client MUST wait out
   the retransmission time before retrying.

6.  Security Considerations

   An attacker may attempt to register large number of addresses in
   quick succession in order to overwhelm the address registration
   server.  These attacks may be prevented generic DHCPv6 protection by
   using the AUTH option [RFC3315] or Secure DHCPv6
   [I-D.ietf-dhc-sedhcpv6].

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3315#section-14
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3315
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3315
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7.  IANA Considerations

   This document defines a new DHCPv6 message, the ADDR-REGISTRATION-
   REQUEST message (TBA1) described in Section 4, that requires an
   allocation out of the registry of Message Types defined at

http://www.iana.org/assignments/dhcpv6-parameters/

      Value          Description           Reference
   -----------------------------------------------------
      TBA1   ADDR-REGISTRATION-REQUEST    this document

   This document defines a new DHCPv6 Status code, the
   RegistrationDenied (TBA2) described in Section 5, that requires an
   allocation out of the registry of Status Codes defined at

http://www.iana.org/assignments/dhcpv6-parameters/

      Code            Name                 Reference
   ----------------------------------------------------
      TBA2    RegistrationDenied          this document
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